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It was the first time for Yvonne to be supported by so many individuals at the interior 

conference of the Sue family. 

After the conference, Harvey went back to his workplace involuntarily. He recognized that as 

soon as Yvonne achieved this, his placement in the company would plummet. Not only 

would he be stepped on by Yvonne in the future, yet he may also be shaken by the fact that 

he would end up being the chairman of the board of supervisors in the future. 

” No, I need to think about a method to get out of this predicament,” Harvey claimed, 

gnashing his teeth. 

Right now, Lionel involved the office with the very same objection on his face. 

” Yvonne has actually currently moved into Hillside Rental property, and she likewise 

manages the company’s power. It’s so frustrating.” Lionel said indignantly. 

” Papa, assist me locate a way to obtain the power back. Or else, we can just behave humbly 

in front of Yvonne,” Harvey claimed. 

Lionel sighed. No one might transform Grandma Sue’s words. 

” Harvey, I’m not here to aid you. I’m right here to advise you not to play around during this 

time period,” Lionel. 

” Dad.” Harvey slapped the desk as well as rose angrily. “Do you want me to resign myself to 

destiny?” 

” Harvey, if you make trouble for Yvonne on the issue of teamwork, do you believe what the 

effects will be? If the Sue household declares bankruptcy, we are all ended up,” Lionel. 

Harvey gritted his teeth and also looked vicious. He couldn’t wait to kill Yvonne, but he 

recognized what Lionel meant. Participation was crucial. He couldn’t make any errors. Even if 

he might develop a solution, he wouldn’t risk to try it easily. 

The life and death of the Sue referred life and death! 



In addition, if Grandma Sue knew that he was in the means, he would have even less 

standing in the Sue family. At least now Granny Sue was still on his side, and also she just 

offered the power to Yvonne due to the fact that she was compelled to do so. 

Yara pressed open the office door and strolled in. 

” Harvey, we have an additional way,” Yara stated. 

” What is it?” 

” Help me discover the person who sent the betrothal gifts. Only he may have the ability to 

alter the scenario of the Sue family members,” Yara claimed. She might not bear to live 

under Yvonne’s feet. The only individual that might transform her over was the mystical 

young master Hannigan household. As long as he wanted to appear, the circumstance of 

the Sue family would undoubtedly alter. 

It was excellent that Yvonne had organized the collaboration withWeakriver Realty, however 

if she had a representative or funding to settle in the Sue family members, would certainly 

the Sue family stress over shedding the cooperation? 

Harvey’s face was gloomy. This mystical company was certainly an innovation, and also 

among the females of the Sue family members, Yvonne was the just one that was wed. That 

was to claim, this betrothal present had something to do with everybody, however she was 

the just one that had no say in it. 

Even if the person he valued was not Yara, as long as he wanted to purchase the Sue 

household, Yvonne would certainly not be able to control the company. 

” Okay, I’ll send out a person to do their finest to explore this issue,” Harvey responded. 

Yara smiled gladly. She made certain that the person suched as was her, so as long as she 

might find this mystical young master, she could continue to transcend to Yvonne. 

When it was time to leave work, Samuel drove to Manfred’s sales department. This ordinary 

and not normal boss was still the same as in the past. Nonetheless, there was a hint of 

hostility between his eyebrows. 

” You’ve done quite a few bad things.” Samuel took out a cigarette as well as handed it to 

Manfred. 



Manfred wrinkled his nose and bitterly smiled, “Originally, I really did not intend to cross the 

line, however there’s absolutely nothing I can do. These individuals aren’t extremely loyal. 

They won’t cry till they see their coffins.” 

Samuel took a deep drag on his cigarette and also blown out a thick smoke ring. He said, 

“How fortunate you used to be the employer of Cloud City. 

Manfred blurted an uncomfortable laugh and also stated, “In the past, I delicately set up a 

few catches, so there’s no requirement for me to do something about it. Now, I can not do it 

anymore. Everyone is getting smarter.” 

” I didn’t understand you were such a wise person. You eliminated people without shedding 

a solitary decrease of blood. You’re a master,” Samuel claimed with a smile. 

” That’s right.” Manfred proudly elevated his eyebrows and also continued, “When are you 

bringing my sister-in-law out for a dish?” 

Samuel drank his head as well as claimed, “I will not allow her obtain involved in these 

things for the moment being. You do not have to aid her purposely. When it comes to 

business, she would certainly much better not get associated with the grey field.” 

Samuel recognized that Manfred’s supposed consuming was not as easy as consuming. He 

was trying to make Yvonne look acquainted to ensure that others would not provoke her. 

In Samuel’s opinion, there was no requirement. 

Manfred responded his head and also didn’t claim anything else. 

When it was time, Samuel drove to the door of the firm. Eventually, Yvonne entered the cars 

and truck with an unfortunate look on her face. 

He sighed time and again. 

” When I was young, the old man told me that each time I sighed, I would certainly lose 

some weight. Are you trying to lose weight?” Samuel said with a smile. 

Yvonne was not in the mood to joke with Samuel currently. She sighed greatly and also 

claimed, “Granny and Harvey did stupid points. Currently I’m mosting likely to fix them, yet I 

can not fix them either.” 



“What’s taking place?” Samuel asked doubtfully. 

 


